
WRITING A DESIGN SPECIFICATION

The 'specification' is probably the easiest part of the design process although it is one that pupils tend to neglect or write
incorrectly. It is usually a list of points.

An ideal tool for writing an SDD is open and collaborative â€” Nuclino aims to be such a tool. All
requirements outlined in the functional specification should be addressed; linking requirements between the
functional requirements and design specification is performed via the Traceability Matrix. Word is a great tool
that has its applications but it's also rigid and closed in nature. Specifications should be short and precise in
what they state. While it may be tempting to dive into coding early on, it's almost always a bad idea. If you
identify the potential weak spots or inconsistencies you might be able to address them preemptively. Most of
the statements in the specification should refer to your research section. If this description is similar to what
you intend for your final product, then your specification is correctly written. What one-time operations are
done at the first execution i. There are as of writing three sizes of iPhone screens. If your client supplies you
with graphics, make sure that they are correctly sized with the proper aspect ratios; morphing any bitmap that
has text or objects like circles will introduce distortions. Keep the statements as short as possible. He
approaches the document slightly differently, but shares a similar sentiment. From your humble beginnings,
perhaps working as a tester, you've progressed to a team developer, then a senior developer, and now you've
made another leap, the biggest of them all, to working directly with clients. What application states high-level
descriptions of core user scenarios will the user encounter? It lists goals, functionality, and any other
information that is required for the developers to successfully complete the project. To keep all the
stakeholders on the same page, you would want to update the document every time you make changes to the
original solution or update the scope or timeline of your project. You can't work by getting a few sentences of
terse description over Skype and saying "See you in three months when I'm done. Keep it simple When you
are writing a software design document, your goal is not to impress some journal reviewer, it is to clearly and
accurately describe your solution to your team. But these illustrations say nothing about animations, control
states, or even what actions to perform when a button is pressed. But if you happen to have one of these as a
deliverable, count yourself lucky because the user interface is far and away the most problematic component
of your design document template, and almost always leads to misunderstandings. Context An explanation of
why this project is necessary and how it fits into the overall strategy. Before you start writing the code behind
these illustrations, you should be able to answer all of those questions. Looks like a bitmapâ€”is it a button?
Below that, clients can link their project documentation, demos, etc. And how should they be animated? Do
the "skeptic test" Before you send your design document to a reviewer, try to take a step back and think about
the possible questions and doubts you might have about this design. Do what they call a "vacation test": if you
take off on an impromptu vacation, would your team be able to read the design document and implement your
solution as you intended? Keep it collaborative. But the problem is: these illustrations say nothing about
animations, control states e. We all want satisfied clients. So naturally, since every problem is different, there
can be no one-fits-all template. These documents generally serve the same purpose. What are possible failure
conditions and how are they handled? Gather feedback early Before you invest any time in writing and get
attached to any specific solution, ask an experienced engineer who is familiar with the edge cases of the
problem to be your reviewer. Keep the number of statements to between 7 to 8 in total. System Requirements
and verification of the installation process are usually tested in the Installation Qualification. Current solution
A description of the current implementation, e.


